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QUESTION 1

A Lightning component has a wired property, searcResults, that stores a list of Opportunities. Which definition of the
Apex method, to which the searchResults property is wired, should be used? 

A. @AuraEnabled(cacheable=true) public static List search(String term) { /* implementation*/ } 

B. @AuraEnabled(cacheable=true) public List search(String term) { /*implementation*/ } 

C. @AuraEnabled(cacheable=false) public static List search(String term) { /*implementation*/ } 

D. @AuraEnabled(cacheable=false) public List search(String term) { /*implementation*/ } 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is creating an enhancement to an application that will allow people to be related to their employer. Which
data model provides the simplest solution to meet the requirements? 

A. Create a lookup realtionship to indicate that a person has an employer 

B. Create a master-detail relationship to indicate that a person has an employer 

C. Create a junction object to relate many people to many through master-detail relationship 

D. Create a junction object to relate many people to many through lookup relationship 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which feature allows a developer to create test records for use in test classes? 

A. Static resources 

B. Documents 

C. Httpcalloutmocks 

D. Webservicetests 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An Opportunity needs to have an amount rolled up from a custom object that is not in a master-detail relationship. How
can this be achieved? 
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A. Write a Process Builder that links the custom object to the Opportunity. 

B. Use the Streaming API to create real-time roll-up summaries. 

C. Write a trigger on the child object and use a red-black tree sorting to sum the amount for all related child objects
under the Opportunity. 

D. Write a trigger on the child object and use an aggregate function to sum the amount for all related child objects under
the Opportunity. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer must modify the following code snippet to prevent the number of SOQL queries issued from exceeding the
platform governor limit. 

The above method might be called during a trigger execution via a Lightning component. Which technique should be
implemented to avoid reaching the governor limit? 

A. Use the System.Limits.getQueries() method to ensure the number of queries is less than 100. 

B. Use the System.Limits.getlimitQueries() method to ensure the number of queries is less than 100. 

C. Refector the code above to perform the SOQL query only if the Set of opportunityIds contains less 100 Ids. 

D. Refactor the code above to perform only one SOQL query, filtering by the Set of opportunityIds. 

Correct Answer: D 
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